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Refer to these sections 
for the corresponding 

material. 

Facility 
Glow 

Fire 
Bilingual 

Glow 

Glow Rigid (7520) 
.050 material is a combination of polyester film applied 
to a rigid polystyrene. This material is non-toxic, non- 
radioactive and glows for more than 6-1- hours in total 
darkness. This product exceeds the following standards: 
ASTM, IMO, ISOICD, NFPA and OSHA. Signs are 
standard with radius corners and pre-drilled corner 
mounting holes. 

Glow Rigid (7550) 
.050 material is a combination of polyester film 
applied to a rigid polystyrene. This material is non- 
toxic, non-radioactive and glows for more than 24+ 
hours in total darkness. This material glows 2 112 
times brighter than our 7520 Glow Rigid. The film 
meets or exceeds the following standards: ASTM, 
IMO, ISOICD, NFPA and OSHA. 

Tags and Labels 
L O G ~ O S I ~  Tagout Lamination (5 Year UV Protection) 

Add a UV laminate to help prevent sign fading and 
increase the overall life of the sign. Also withstands 
most chemical solvents and vapors. 

Custom 
Magnetic 
.030 material is ideal for mounting on most steel 
surfaces such as vehicles, tanks, etc. This material is 
flexible and can be mounted on curved surfaces. 

Custom NMC Tuff Guard 
.063 acrylic material with subsurface printing and 
protected with vinyl backing. Easy to install with 
optional adhesive backing or mounting holes. 
Designed to withstand harsh environments. 

vi Exceeding customer expectations! 
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Confined Space Tags 

RPTlOO 

Record Tags 

RPT37 

Scaffold Status Tags Perforated Tags 
))Provide a means of communicating 6" x 3" 

whether a scaffold is safe and ready Unrippable vinyl, 6" x 3 114" 

for use. Grommet Card stock 

Card stock or unrippable vinyl material 25lpack Wire fasteners 

. cVx 3" Sequentially numbered . 100/per pack 
Perforated 

j Material oty 1 - 2 4  2St 1 
Cardstock 25/pk $17.78 $15 13 1 
Vinyl 25Ipk 527.56 $23.42 ) Vinyl RPT167 

'. 

RPT499 25/pk $38.47 $32.71 

---- - 
CT499 1001pk 524.29 $20.64 

Cardstock SPTZ 
Vinyl SVTl V ~ n y l  SVTZ 

m Exceeding customer expectations! 


